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ven if you had seen Andy Ruiz at work before and marveled
at his fast hands and their stunning effect, given his generous
proportions, you had little reason to believe he would upset
Anthony Joshua this past weekend at Madison Square Garden.
Even with our expectations lowered by the times, we simply are
unaccustomed to seeing men of Ruiz’s carriage become heavyweight champions, particularly when the man he must depose looks for all the
world like a comic book super hero.

A

HEAVYWEIGHT UPSET!

By William Dettloff

Above left: Joshua goes down again in the seventh. Top right: Referee Michael Griffin stops it after Joshua responds to his commands with a blank
stare. Above right: It’s Snickers time.

Top left: Joshua sends Ruiz down with a left hook in the third, unwittingly poking the bear in the process. Top right and above: Upon rising, Ruiz
explodes with a series of blows, culminating in a knockdown from which Joshua never recovered.

Yet there was Joshua on Saturday night, muscles bulging,
flopping all over the ring providing as good an impression
of Frank Bruno against Mike Tyson as has ever been given.
Don’t doubt for a moment that this was lost on the large
contingent of British fans who braved a trip over the Atlantic
expecting to see Joshua in his American debut steamroll a
Hispanic Lou Costello on his way to a super-super fight with
Deontay Wilder. Some memories refuse to die.
The lone bright spot for Joshua, an 11-1 favorite, came in
the third, when for the first time, he planted his feet and then
blasted Ruiz to the canvas with a left hook. This served as
a comfort to anyone concerned during the first two rounds
over his seeming lethargy and utter lack of anything resembling strategy. As he moved in for the finish, Joshua, 22-1
(21), couldn’t possibly have known that Ruiz, 33-1 (22), had
him right where he wanted him.
“That was my first time getting dropped on the floor. It
just made me stronger,” Ruiz said. “It just made me want it
more. I just had to knock him down back.”
The rest was a nightmare for Joshua and a revelation to the
rest of us. Possessed of superior hand speed and technique,

Ruiz, Imperial, California, got those stubby arms churning
on the inside, where Joshua is, apparently, startlingly inept.
A series of thudding punches sent him down and much of
the crowd of 20,201 into a kind of shocked delirium. Another knockdown followed and Joshua, Watford, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom, looked like a thoroughbred hobbled
with half the race to go and nothing like the power-punching
slugger we’d seen brutalize other opponents.
Joshua survived the next three rounds much as he had the first
two – by circling cautiously and jabbing poorly and occasionally.
Ruiz followed him without urgency, comfortable in the knowledge that at some point Joshua would engage him again.
“I could [sense he was hurt] but I just didn’t want to throw
away what I had. I just wanted to hunt him down even more
and work the body,” Ruiz said. “I just wanted to listen to the
game plan.”
Joshua stood his ground again in the seventh and Ruiz
throttled him again, sending him to the canvas. He beat the
count but was unresponsive to referee Michael Griffin, who
stopped it at 1:27 of the round.
Joshua was oddly gracious afterward, one hopes as a result

of concussion and not easy acceptance of defeat, especially
one so thorough and, given the odds, unexpected. It would
appear unseemly for one who calls himself a heavyweight
champion to be so at ease with having his ass handed to him.
“Heavyweight boxing is on fire. I just have to turn it
around a few notches and bring it back my way,” Joshua
said. “I don’t want people to drown in their sorrows. This
will show I have the power and the strength. It just wasn’t my
night. But listen, it is good for the TV. Good for DAZN and
the people watching.”

It was especially good for Ruiz, who has spent a lifetime
trying to convince us that a BMI of 39 is no impediment to
realizing one’s dreams, even as an athlete.
“This is what I have been dreaming about,” he said. “This
is what I have been working hard for. I can’t believe I just
made my dreams come true. I just want to thank my team
and my family. The sky is the limit, baby.”
Indeed it is. It is no small thing to change our idea of what
a super hero can look like. We would do well to remember it
next time. ★
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